Hero: Is That You?
The word Hero is from the ancient Greek for humans. It is Heroes from Eros. It’s
the description of Humans. It means one thing in the ancient Greek: That
Humans are descended from the Eros, the sexual union of the humans and the
Gods, and are divine. The Greek texts talk of Heroes in a way like the Gods. The
purpose of the human is to ascend into their divine nature by the Magnum Opus.
This is the point of Hercules. Note the Her....Hero. The map of the human born
from the union of Gods and human women who then ascends to Olympus as a
full God by the Magnum Opus. The Greeks stated the Human has only two
paths. One is the mortal, which is reincarnation and karma, and the other is the
light body, the fully divine state of the Magnum Opus, to become fully divine as
the Gods are.
In the East, the tales of the Yogis always mention that Shiva appears to those
who have obtained a level of spiritual transformation to where the high psychic
centers are open. Shiva instructs them in the higher levels of Yoga so they can
obtain the light body and ascend to their fully divine state.
Now you must understand something. Some of the Gods are fully ascended
HUMANS who were born on this planet as we were and ascended and are now
Gods. You can be too one day, if you live how we are supposed to.
The enemy has spent thousands of years with geo political movements to
remove this knowledge. That is the only reason it seems out there, because it’s
outside of the frame of reference the enemy has created to enslave people from.
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